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Abstract

�e pedestrian realm is one of the strongest connections society processes. �e traditional and basic form 
of travel it to by one’s own two feet. However, many cities throughout the United States faced a transition 
from building only for the walking or cycling pedestrian to creating an intricate and e�cient system for the 
car. �rough this process many pedestrian connections were pushed else where, split into limited segments, 
or completely destroyed. Within Cincinnati, many road systems have done this, such as the once non-ex-
istent Martin Luther King Drive that cuts between the University of Cincinnati and Burnet Woods. �e 
pedestrian connections that once existed between the two entities of Uptown Cincinnati have been cut or 
lost. Now only two intersections exist that directly connect the educational campus and the woods. 

�e following project is an idea that bridges the two nodes as well the greater connection from the Ludlow 
Business District to the CUF Business District. �e designs integrate several aspects within both proper-
ties and ingrates them to the major intersection of MLK Drive to Burnet Woods and Woodside Drive. �e 
bridge concepts bring forth a more e�cient and uninterrupted pedestrian and automobile connection; the 
projects are beginning stages of the stormwater runo� collection and the natural �ltration system that is 
integrated throughout the entire park; the ideas create a further extension of the park to its original prime 
as well as a grand gateway for Burnet Woods and the University of Cincinnati.

Martin Luther King Land Bridge Concept
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As part of the first step to creating the end product, the following pictures depict the site reconnaissance 
that was conduct. The images depict different views that present scale, views of the site, context, circulation 
systems, natural occurrences, physical elements and an overall better understanding of what the ideas could 
look like in the end.
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Site Reconnaissance
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Views of the site’s MLK Drive and 
Burnet Woods intersection.

Site Reconnaissance
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Views of the site’s MLK Drive and 
Burnet Woods intersection.

Site Reconnaissance
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Views of the site’s MLK Drive and 
Burnet Woods intersection.

Site Reconnaissance
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Views of the site’s MLK Drive and 
Burnet Woods intersection.

Site Reconnaissance
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Site views from Burnet Woods’ hill-
side along MLK Drive.

Site Reconnaissance



To understand the complex systems that flow and what the site are part of, various site analyses were con-
ducted ranging from contextual traffic influences to existing site elements and structures. The analysis 
conducted are primarily based on observation of physical site aspects and assumptions based upon obser-
vations. From the information concluded from the analysis, the project design could be designed to fix or 
work with the existing system. The data will allow the design to function within the site and its contexts.
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Site Analysis and Research
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Site Analysis and Research
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�e above diagram depicts the site’s au-
tomobile current and projected tra�c.

Site Analysis and Research
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�e above diagram is the site’s vari-
ous circulation paths.

Site Analysis and Research
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�e above diagram depicts the cy-
cling system surrounding the site.

Site Analysis and Research
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�e above diagram is the type of 
streets surrounding the site.

Site Analysis and Research
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�e above diagram is the site’s water 
�ow analysis.

Site Analysis and Research
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�e above diagram is the site’s exist-
ing elements and structures.

Site Analysis and Research



As the final portion of the research conducted for the project and its design, precedents around the world 
were observed. From these case studies, their purpose, use, influences, structure, successes and failures were 
looked at to determine the functionality and design of MLK’s bridge concepts. The strongest influences 
came from Olympic Sculpture Park from Seattle, Washington and Mile End Park from London, England. 
Both integrated environmental design and benefits to the built and natural ecosystem of the space. They also 
had to overcome a major road way the disrupted the pedestrian connection to another entity of the space’s 
contexts. The spaces had to overcome topography while creating and interesting public space of gathering 
while serving the greater need for an uninterrupted pedestrian connection. 
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OLYMPIC SCULPTURE PARK (Seattle, Washington, USA)

Seattle is one of the fastest-growing major city in the United States and with that comes a growing need for 
urban development. However, in a city with limited , open and undeveloped land, Olympic Sculpture Park 
was created. The design strives to connect the urban core of Downtown Seattle to its waterfront and natural 
region through native plant and animal species. The park serves as the only green space in Downtown Seat-
tle. Involved parties include a long list of consultants and public organizations such as Seattle Art Museum, 
Weiss/Mandfrei, City of Seattle, Magnusson Klemencic Associates, and much more.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The park originates from the interest of preserving Downtown’s last undeveloped waterfront property. This 
idea and commitment began with Seattle Art Museum (SAM) and the Trust for Public Land. Until the facil-
ity and was occupied by the oil and gas corporation Union Oil of California (Unocal). Still owned by Uno-
cal, the space became a vacant brownfield with soil contamination from its prior use. In 1999, the property 
was purchased with private and public funding by SAM. The Trust of Public Land, with SAM, raised $16.5 
million in private funding for the purchase of the properties. To enhance the vision and extend the park to 
the waterfront, SAM also purchased a neighboring property (10 Broad St.).

Jon and Mary Shirley were the primary donors of the park with a contribution of $31 million. Before the 
park went through construction, the property went through 10 years of cleanup with removal of 120,000 
tons of contaminated soil. In 2001, the park declared Weiss / Manfredi Architects as the lead designer out of 
the 52 competing designers. Construction began in 2005 and opened in January 2007.

DESIGN AND BREAKDOWN
The landscape incorporates four distinct landscapes that exemplify a range of environmental restoration 
and integration that resembles the native ecosystem of the Pacific Northwest. The design contains these 
landscapes, separated by the Z-shaped pathway, that houses birds and plants that can be found in the Puget 
Sound. The organization of the spaces and flow present unique views of the outdoor sculptures and city. 

The four native landscapes include the Valley, the Meadows, the Grove, and the Shore. 

The Valley is represented by evergreen trees of extraordinary height, such as the Douglas fir, western red ce-
dar and the western hemlock. The middle height plantings are deciduous western larch, ginkgo, and metase-
quoia. The groundcover vegetation includes dogwood, snowberry, evergreen huckleberry and salal.

The Meadows, which is oriented towards sitting the views of the city and Puget Sound, provide low shrubs 
and grasses. The grasses and wildflowers include camas lily and western columbine. The dominant tree spe-
cies in this section is the Garry oak.

The Grove consists of aspens with groundcover of wood rose, flowering currant, and Oregon iris. This area 
resembles the changing seasons of the region giving dramatic views of the outdoor art.
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Fig 01. �e above image is an aerial 
of Olympic Sculpture Park.

Site Analysis and Research

�e Shore houses common plants of the coastal zone, including shore pine, beach grass and beach strawber-
ry. �ese plants were chosen to restore and support migratory salmon and other marine life.

PROJECT BENEFITS
Olympic Sculpture Park features many environmental and cultural bene�ts. �e use of public art and an 
integrated path system that �ows through various native plant species of the region enhances the cultural 
and physical connection to the land. Once a brown�eld, the park is now the only green space in Downtown 
Seattle. �e space reduces stormwater runo� through permeable rain gardens; during the dry season, the 
space reduces its water needs by 95,000 gallons per week with an annual savings of $7,900. With the reloca-
tion and redesign of RIP-RAP rock has reduced coastal erosion and has provided an in�ux in salmon and 
marine organism populations; the salmon population has risen from 500 in 2007 to 265,000 within the �rst 
three years.



MILE END PARK (Tower Hamlets, London, England)

Tower of Hamlets is an eastern borough of London. The bridge spans over Mile End Road, a major street of 
London, that divides Mile End Park into two halves. The bridge facilitates a safer and restored connection 
for pedestrian traffic over a road that sees 75,000 drivers a day. With a long, community integrated process, 
the park was redesigned with a green extension over the main road base upon the needs and wants of the 
community of safer and well connected travel within the park.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
During World War II, Mile End Park was industrial land that was destroyed during World War II bombing 
raids. Right after the war, the land was planned to become a public park. However, even after clean-up began 
right after the war, the plan was never implemented until 1995, when the Mile End Park Partnership was 
formed. The Partnership included Tower Hamlets Council, East London Partnership, and Environmental 
Trust. Throughout the process, design, implementation, and use, the Partnership engaged the community 
at several locations and meetings. This public process involved a yearlong design effort and lead to a Master 
Plan of a mile long path going over Mile End Road, which unites disparate and fragmented parcels of land.

DESIGN AND BREAKDOWN
The Green Bridge design was created by CZWG Architects. The design of bridge had to be a bold statement 
to the street as well as be a representation of the redeveloped park. According to CZWG, the soffit of the 
bridge has been designed as a curved surface sloping up towards the edges. This is in order to lighten and 
reduce the impact of the width of the bridge over the space underneath. The community and groups decid-
ed that, joining the two halves of Mile End Park with a piece of landscape is the major gesture in the rede-
velopment of the park as a whole, highlighting the presence of the park at a major access point and estab-
lishing it as a true linear park.

The bridge not only serves as safer connection over the 5 lane road, but it has other benefits. Being a land-
scaped bridge with trees and vegetation, the air pollution is reduced. The rainwater collected is recycled 
as irrigation water for the bridge and the surrounding park space. Noise pollution is also reduced for the 
homes that are insulated by the bridge on the southern end of the park. A more cohesive and active streets-
cape is also created by the earth sheltered cafe and Ecology Centre and Art Pavilion that was introduced as 
part of the bridge.

The park along with the bridge serve several uses for the community and encompasses a larger vision for the 
space. A major component was to create a park that had strong theme of sustainability and new technology. 
The park was designed to house several functions such as art, sport, play, and ecology. The new buildings 
were earth-sheltered and hidden within the landscape. The ecology park is very extensive with various nat-
ural plant and animal species such as rare orchids, moths, spiders, dragon flies, trees, grassland, lakes, and 
birds.
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Fig 02. �e above image is an aerial 
of Mile End Park and its land bridge.

Site Analysis and Research



VANCOUVER LAND BRIDGE (Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada)

On the outside if Vancouver, a disconnection existed and was split by State Road 12. Here is the site for a 
pedestrian, land bridge that is major representation of historical, cultural, and physical aspects to the Pacific 
Northwest Region and its people. Part of the Confluence Project, a project that connects Native American 
and the Lewis and Clark Expedition history along a 450 mile trail through art, sites, and designs. The Van-
couver Land Bridge is the largest installation of the Confluence Project and helps link the other installations 
to each other.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Confluence project is a multimillion dollar arts and trail system that follows Lewis and Clark’s Expedi-
tion of the region. This project encompasses a 450 mile long trail that bridges art and history of the region 
in honor of the expedition and the Pacific Northwest Native American tribes. However, in order to properly 
connect to the trail to the rest of the region’s historical sites and the city, a bridge over State Road 12 had to 
be created. The project was initiated by a group of Pacific Northwest Native American tribes and civic from 
Washington and Oregon. Another initiator was Maya Lin who was the Artist of the bridge and a member 
of the Confluence Project. The construction was jointly performed by the Confluence project, the City of 
Vancouver, the Washington State Department of Transportation and the National Park Service. The bridge 
planning, design, and construction process comprised of a $12.25 million budget of the $27 million budget 
of the Confluence Project.

DESIGN AND BREAKDOWN
The design incorporates a 40-foot-wide, earth covered pedestrian bridge. The Bridge spans over the six-
laned-State Road, State Road 12 and under a railroad embankment. Due to a nearby airport, the bridge 
could not be too hide, but high enough for trucks to pass under. The depth of the bridge also had to be 
substantial to allow for vegetation growth and survival.

The landscape integrated a wide range of native species to resemble the region and to provide visual and 
physical safety. The height and spread of the tress and shrubs had to be a height that was beneficial to the 
plant’s survival while also providing sight lines and not to be too heavy. The layout and choices of species is 
a interpretative landscape of prairie, grassland, and forests. Trees used include Red Alder, Pacific dogwood, 
and Oregon white oak. Grasses encompass California Oatgrass, Small Fescue, Long-stolon sedge, and slen-
der rush. Lastly, the shrubbery of the bridge is made of Vine maple, Salal, Oceanspray, Dwarf Oregon grape 
just to name a few. Four different habitats were created within the bridge.

One of the main design elements of the project is the cultural significance of the circle in Native American 
culture. This element represents the life cycle. The bridge houses a built in rain water collection system. The 
artworks of the land bridge were created by the design team and native artists. This comprehensive design 
has been awarded several time, including 2009 Engineering Excellence Grand Award and the 2009 Excel-
lence in Concrete Award. Overall, the design’s patterns, shapes, and artworks are extensions of the existing 
landscape.

The structure is made of pre-stressed concrete and a voided deck so that a slender bridge is created. Al-
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Fig 03. �e above image is an aerial 
of the Vancouver Land Bridge.

Site Analysis and Research

though thin, the material allows for the pedestrian bridge to carry heavy dead loads of the soil, vegetation, 
and weather.

PROJECT BENEFITS
�e Vancouver Land Bridge houses several bene�cial aspects due to its location and design. �e land bridge 
is primarily a link in the regional Discovery Trail System. �is link can be seen through historical, cultural, 
and physical binding. �e bridge is connection between the region’s past and its ties to the Lewis and Clark 
Expedition. �e span also strengthens ties between the environment and to the Native Americans. �e 
Vancouver Land Bridge has become major Gateway to the City of Vancouver while touching historic Fort 
Vancouver with a park on the Columbia River waterfront. �is pedestrian system also houses a rainwater 
collection system that recycles the water to be used as irrigation.



The Design began with basic sketching primarily dealing with circulation within the site. The two concepts 
that were established was a land bridge and road bridge. From these basic ideas, circulations were depicted 
based upon each idea. After establishing the basic circulation, the sites began to take a shape and then were 
from 2D to 3D. Both ideas went through various forms that are depicted through general massing to de-
tailed sites. Throughout the process, the massings went through various designs, specifically the land bridge 
which experienced three different massings. The spaces eventually grew into finished concepts with per-
spective views that would be used for renderings. 
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Design Process
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Design Process

Drawing to Massing Views of the 
MLK Land Bridge
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Drawing to Massing Views of the 
MLK Land Bridge

Design Process



The following images are the final renderings that were used to represent the entire project. The following 
concepts integrate various aspects and remedies that the site currently encounters. 

MLK Land Bridge

MLK Land Bridge is a concept that facilitates both the needs for uninterrupted circulation between automo-
biles, cyclists, and pedestrians while also providing a space that enhances Burnet Woods and the University 
of Cincinnati. The concept bridges the two effortlessly with a at space. The design provides all circulations a 
vivid and influential experience and provides an impactful gateway for Burnet Woods and UC. The circula-
tion for the pedestrians and cyclists serves as an extension to Hargreave’s campus design. The bridge incor-
porates ecological design by providing an open-air stormwater stream that collects water from the neigh-
boring swales and the University’s runoff. This system is the beginning stages of a long decontamination 
process that is extended throughout the redesigned Burnet Woods.

MLK Road Bridge

MLK Road Bridge is a concept that facilitates the needs for uninterrupted circulation between automobiles, 
cyclists, and pedestrians. The concept raises a portion of MLK Drive so that the people can move freely un-
derneath at ground level. This concept facilitates many stormwater management tools such as the Brook that 
collects and decontaminates the University’s runoff before the water enters the park. Because the bridge is 
a massive initiative, green elements and art installations will help blend the bridge with the landscape while 
also being an artistic structure. This idea focuses more on the efficiency of circulation rather than creating a 
space and gateway to the two entities of Uptown. However, this design not only connects Burnet Woods and 
the University of Cincinnati, but allows for cyclists and pedestrians to move effortlessly between the Ludlow 
and CUF‘s Business Districts.
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Final Design
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Final Design

�e above represent the concept 
design of the MLK Land Bridge.
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Final Design

�e above represent the concept 
design of the MLK Road Bridge.
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